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**THRO CONTRACT**

**GROUNDS SURFACING**

**WILLIAMS**

**Chas H. Floy**

**MOHAWK ENGINEER**
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS-DISTRICT NO. 1-JUNEAU, ALASKA

STANDARD CROSS SECTION
FOREST HIGHWAYS

STANDARD ROADWAY... 50 FT
PROJECT...TROMATrail Improvements
NATIONAL FOREST... Tonala
JUDICIAL DIVISION... FLAT
DATE BIDS TO BE OPENED... June 25, 1964

WORKING SECTION AS STAKED

SURFACED SECTION

All curves shall be widened and rehabilitated as per instructions.
Where drainage conditions require larger side ditches, necessary widening shall be done
in addition to additional lengths. Where there will be little drainage, no curves. The
outside ditch shall be one (1) foot width.

Materials as per specifications

Adopted from Standard Section

DATE BIDS TO BE OPENED... June 25, 1964

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS-DISTRICT NO. 1-JUNEAU, ALASKA

STANDARD CROSS SECTION
FOREST HIGHWAYS

STANDARD ROADWAY... 80 FT
PROJECT... TROMATrail Improvements
NATIONAL FOREST... Tonala
JUDICIAL DIVISION... FLAT
DATE BIDS TO BE OPENED... June 25, 1964

WORKING SECTION AS STAKED

SURFACED SECTION

All curves shall be widened and rehabilitated as per instructions.
Where drainage conditions require larger side ditches, necessary widening shall be done
in addition to additional lengths. Where there will be little drainage, no curves. The
outside ditch shall be one (1) foot width.

Materials as per specifications

Adopted from Standard Section

DATE BIDS TO BE OPENED... June 25, 1964